
Bring A Friend Mondays!
Official Rules

Promotion Period: 
 Every Monday, 3:00 am January 4, 2016 

thru midnight December 26, 2016

221 North Rampart Blvd
Las Vegas, Nevada 89145

702-507-5900 – RampartCasino.com

Because the fun of casino excitement
multiplies when shared with friends.

Overall Promotion Rules:

 1. Participants who bring a friend must have a Resort Rewards card and be 21 or older.

 2. The friend of the participant must be 21 or older and cannot be an existing Resort Rewards Club member. 

 3. The friend must sign up on Mondays for a card at the Resort Rewards Club.

 4. Once the new sign up is complete, the participant who brought the friend will receive a one-time reward of 
$5 free slot play.

 5. The participant who brought the friend will receive a match Base point for every Base point the same amount of points 
as the referred friend earns on that single Monday only. Maximum 50,000 Base points allowed.

 6. By participating in this promotion, winners hereby give their permission to Rampart Casino and any of its affiliated 
companies to use their names or likeness etc. for promotional purposes without compensation.

 7. Participation in this promotion constitutes the guests agreement to abide by the rules of this promotion and the 
decisions of the management.

 8. Winners must have valid identification and SSN#. If winner doesn’t present valid ID and SSN# upon winning then the 
casino cage will hold the prize for 48 hours. If not claimed within that time the winner forfeits the prize.

 9. Accumulative winnings over $600 for the year will receive a 1099.

 10. Management reserves the right to modify or cancel this promotion and distribute additional drawing entries at 
their discretion.

 11. Employees of Rampart Casino and JW Marriott Las Vegas and members of their immediate household are not eligible to 
participate in this promotion.

 12. All management decisions are final. If a satisfactory resolution to a dispute cannot be reached for the parties involved, 
the dispute is subject to the dispute arbitration process of the Nevada Gaming Control Board.


